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Part I 

Answer all 24 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial 
credit will be allowed. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your 
answer. Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For each statement or question, 
choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers 
the question. Record your answers on your separate answer sheet. [ 48] 

1 The scatter plot below shows the relationship between the number of 
members in a family and the amount of the family's weekly grocery 
bill. 
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Number of Family Members 

__ (±1 300/ 

The most appropriate prediction of the grocery bill for a family that 
consists of six members is -)!) $100 

C@) $300":) 

y; $400 

)4 $500 

2 The function g(x) is defined as g(x) = -2x2 + 3x. The value of 
g(-3) is 

01) -21··':;, 

(2) -9 
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(3) 27 

(4) 45 

[2] 

Use this space for 
computations. 



Use this space for 
4 The math department needs to buy new textbooks and laptops for computations. i. 

the computer science classroom. The textbooks cost $116.0Q. each, and ~ ~-# Ul !.c:S' 
the laptops cost $439.0Q. each. If the math department has !i§[jQO to f"~<'"~ . · · 00 

spend and purchases 30 textboo~i. how many laptops can they buy? L C"c?.f re..se..-~ :ft:\ C-f+. ~S 
~ ::;:. lib T + ~39l ~ {:,c:;oo 

llb~O) .+-4-s9L~ f.<5""o o 

3( 4) 3480 + 4-3~ L~ (:,-:)DO 
5 What is the solution to the equation. - x + - = 1.04? - 3 '..\ 8 0 

s 3 -3'\eo L, 3 o 
,)'113.06 ~- -0.48 f(x 4-t'\ : \. 0 ~ l\ 3'l - 0 2 

~' .· - f) ~ "' ~02-Q ~ %-o.1093fflf_-r) 3(1-~ j)=-5"°:2D L - - 4 !"f 
3X ~ = 'S-20~ \_ ~ f,.S 79 

6 The area of a rectangle is represented by 3x2 - - 8. Which \ ~ _ 
expression can also be used to represent the area of the same 
rectan le? 

1 (3x + 2)(x - 4) 

}2'[ (3x + 2)(x + 4) 

'---=:f 8 

(3) (3x + 4)(x - 2) 

(4) (3x - 4)(x + 2) 3 )(Z. -\ 2 X+7 X -8 

3Xz.-\OX -8 

31-.4: 4 .=:S~ z...o 
- '+ ·"+ 

3~ ;: \~ 2..0 

7 Which relation does not represent a function? ---------~----------------~-

y = 3../x+l - 2 

(1) (3) 

y 

x 
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Use this space for 
8 Britney is solving a quadratic equation. Her first step is shown below. computations. 

Problem: 3x2 - 8 - lOx = 3(2x + 3) J ~s\-. ,...:\ "'-~\. J ~ 
Step i, 3>:2 - lOx - 8 = ~ ~ ("c. f>U +1 

Which two proI?ertieS, did Britney use to get to step 1? 
4 

~ ~roperty of equality 
"/e..S II. £,OmIJ?.utati~ property of addition ' 

...Hf'.' multiplication property of equality 
Yes IV. ffi.stributiye property of multiplication over addition 

(1) I and III 

(2) I and IV 

(3) II and III 

(@njn4iv ) 

9 The graph of y = ix2 - x - 4 is shown below. The points A(-2,0), 

B(O, -4), and C(4,0) lie on this graph. 

Which of these points 
1 

y = 2x2 - x - 4? 

(1) A, only 

(2) B, only 
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y 

x 

can determine the zeros of the equation 
- ·a 

~dC,only) 
(4) A, B, and C 

[4] 



10 Given the parent functionf(x) = x3, the function g(x) = (x - 1)3 - 2 
is the result of a shift of f(x) j 

Use this space for 
computations. 

(1) 1 unit left and 2 units down G 
(2) 1 unit left and 2 units up .;;;, 1'r\ 0 \) e,.s 

@: 1 unit right and 2 u£its .. do'wn) 

( 4) 1 unit right and 2 units up 

c ~ 21J 11 If C = 2a2 - 5 and D = 3 - a, then C - 2D equals 

(1) 2a2 + a - 8 ('§) 2a2 + 2a - ~:i) 
(2) 2a2 - a - 8 ( 4) 2a2 - a - 11 

;2.o._z_ -cs-- - 2-( 3 -a_) 
J._(Lz_ - 5 - b -\- 2CL 
:la_ -z.. - \ \ -\- zu_ 

t:~ o_2- ~ 2;;_-\ \j 12 Marc bought a new laptop for $1250. He kept track of the value of 
the laptop over the next three years, as shown in the table below. 

Years After Purchase Value in Dollars 

1 1000 

2 800 

3 640 

Which function can be used to determine the value of the laptop for 
x years after the purchase? ~ · c..~e.-'> 

• .,.SC.-"" , .,... 

(1) f(x) = J.OO()(JA)x '"'c (fl. (3) f(x) = 1250<,y.f)x 

(2) f(x) = J.00d(o.8)~e£-'~ 4) f(x) = .ll[_0(0.8)x J cca.c.r-e_o Se...S 

7 f>'--rc..~~.s.ce-. ~lf" ~ c..t.2.... 

13 The height of a ball Doreen tossed into the air can be modeled by 
the function h(x) = -4.9x2 + 6x + 5, where x is the time elapsed 
in seconds, and h(x) is the height in meters. The number 5 in the \ . Lt 2 

function represents ~\0-\;:.. .... c:::..- 1-ef"""- \S. - ,'iy.:__ 
~)the initial hei';ht of the baji) '( _ ..f-e.r~ \~ fo X 

(2) the time at which the ball reaches the ground ~~"-+ ..\-er""- \ 5 S--
(3) the time at which the ball was at its highest point A--
(4) the maximum height the ball attained when thrown in the air ~· ,..:.,'.\-.~ ~ \ \....,'.j );:l-

\ J be-- a- eoJri.- . 
00'-1 
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-
table below shows the weights of Liam's pumpkin, l(w), and 

ricia' s pumpkin, p ( w), over a four-week period where w represents 
16 The 

Pat 
the 
Pat 

number of weeks. Liam's pumpkin grows at a constant rate. 
ricia's pumpkin grows at a weekly rate of approximately 52%. 

Weeks Weight in Pounds Weight in Pounds ~ 
w l(w) p(w) w 
6 2.4 2.5 l e::> 

7 5.5 3.8 ( ( .. 
8 8.6 5.8 l z.. 
9 11.7 8.8 L3 

!» 

Use this space for 
computations. 

xi ...\-8,X --~~ =-0 

"I... +8><. -z. -~~ 

; x ~~a)( -+Llf'J' :.J.J+e 
&+4)2.. ::.33-'r\,b 

\... &-~J ... "'- 4 ci 
---

)(w) plw) 
--T-.. '"'~-- ,..........,._...._...,_.._....,,,,..~ -

14.8 13,3 -
/7,9 2.0,! -------
ZI 3C.S 

Z'(, l 46· 9 . ---
Assume the pumpkins continue to grow at these rates through week 13. 
When comparing the weights of both Liam's and Patricia's pumpkins 
in week 10 and week 13, which statement is true? 

;ryam's pumpkin will weigh more in week 10 and week 13. 

~atricia's pum ki~~,,,!!!~~~~~~2-,?~~ .. ~!!'...ls..11.:...-
(3) Liam's pumpkin will weigh more in week 10, and Patricia's ) 

um kin~~~~.}~· .. u·-------
Patricia's pumpkin will weigh more in week 10, and Liam's 
pumpkin will weigh more in week 13. 
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1 7 The function j(x) is graphed below. 

f(x) 

Use this space for 
computations. 

clo~._·,~ ~ x 
C-~'f'\5 ~ '°.{? y 

The domain of this function is 

(1) all positive real numbers 

(2) all positive integers 

(3) x ~ 0 

@)x~ -i~ 

18 Which pair of equations would have (-1,2) as a solution? 

,;r1'Y = x + 3 andy = 2x --- ·~ 
%y~x-land~~2x.. ··-·- ::,.. 

Q3) y :>2 - 3i-ft:andy = 4x +§> ··-· ... ·· ~ 
(4) 2x + 3y = -4andy = _ _!_x _ l 

2 2 

"' ' _, 
-l 
-I 

19 Which function could be used to represent the sequence 8, 20, 50, 
125, 312.5, ... , given that a 1 = 8? 

(3) an= a1 + 1.5(an _ 1) 

(4) an= (a1)(an - 1) 

) z 3 

'Y1 y,_ 
2 . s-'\ 

-z -~ \ 
J 2. z.. 1 

\ 

/ 
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20 The formula for electrical power, P, is P = I2R, where I is current 
and R is resistance. The formula for I in terms of P and R is 

(3) I = (P - R)2 

(4) I= '1P-R 

x p(x) 

2 5 

3 4 
x 

4 3 

5 4 

6 5 

When the input is 4, which functions have the same output value? 

(1) f(x) and q(x), only (3) q(x) and p(x), only 

(2) f(x) and p(x), only @f(x), q~(~), and p(x) J 
22 Using the substitution method, Vito is solving the following system of 

equations algebraically: --=-- y :: -3 x - 4-y + 3x = -4 - ..,,...-

2x - 3!t ~=--;2;_1 -------

Which equivalent equation could Vito use? . 

%2(~f + 3x = -21 Q-(3_). ~-:~-3(~-3-x :--~~), ~--~-~21......,J 
~2(~ + 3x = -21 (4) 2x - 3~) = -21 

Algebra I-Jan. '19 [8] 

Use this space for 
computations. 



23 Materials A and B decay over time. The function for the amount of 
material A is A(t) = 1000(0.5)2t and for the amount of material B is 

Use this space for 
computations. 

B(t) = 1000(0.25)t, where t represents time in days. On which daywil.l () \ L 11 
the amounts of material be equal? S-/--rJ-e. ~ t"""-1"' t) o~ 

(1) initial day, only (3) day 5, only n r.,\? . Q... j~\..\""-t..... 0 -f""'""""' d1. 0 ""'s \ .,...._ . . .. 'l ....) 
(2) day 2, only j4) every da0 \ \ , ~ 

24 The following conversion was done correctly: 

3~ l~ • 528~12inches 
l~ 60 minutes l~ ~ 

What were the final units for this conversion? 

(1) minutes per foot 

(2) minutes per inch 

(3) feet per minute 

@ inches e~r minute ) 

Algebra I - Jan. '19 [9] 

C.cJc.jei-\or a...~ '""-Sf~ 
\ d. ~~\e... 

~ j~~~v-... 0-~ 

W e ... :<V\.e.. ,,._ \,..) ~ ~ \..I-""-\ \-..1 
~Q...'I\,. c...c... ./\.. ~~ . 

[OVER] 



Part II 

Answer all 8 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [ 16] 

25 Solve algebraically for x: 3600 + l.02x < 2000 + l.04x 

3600 
-2000 

I boo 
.02.. 

\ 102 x 
- \\DZ ~- .. -w--.. ~--------·--------·----

"- 2000 -r .oz. x 
-2...000 

• 02X 

x 
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26 The number of people who attended a school's last six basketball games increased as the team 
neared the state sectional games. The table below shows the data. 

J, X j_ I j_ -'- J 
Game 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Attendance 348 435 522 609 696 783 
..__.... ,___ ~ -- ~ 

A Y 97 67 97 11 87 
State the t'AJe of function that best fits th~ given data. Justify your choice of a function type. 

CL ( \,~;;~ -~~g be-c~ 
C.... C-oV\S'.\~ ,cie_ ; c.l-je. 

~7 --------- \ 
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27 Solve x2 - 8x - 9 = 0 algebraically. 

~ - (/'-)(:9) -

~\~ 
1'--9co' \ )\.+\ :o 
tx :::9J IB ~:~ 

Explain the first step you used to solve the given equation. 

-9 K z_ 

~ 
·~ -9x 
-~ Jc91'. 
3X -3"A 

A lk-n.~..\">L ~ (c._\j·,e.....s. ~-1\.d"'-.~e_ 
(S) l1~e.... R_e_ \ \.. [) \ (_......_c....ct C"'~c... ~t:>r f'Y\.., '--\ 0-

@Cc,~ \e=\--.,_ ~.,_ s'l..._.,_c-e_. 
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28 The graph of f(t) models the height, in feet, that a bee is flying above the ground with respect to 
the time it traveled int seconds. 

f(t) 

Time (seconds) 

State all time intervals when the bee's rate of change is zero feet per second. Explain your 
reasoning. 

4 ho rt' '2-0 t\. +~\ \ :-1\e

of :z.e..ro) ..uh ~cl. 

\o....f.e_ o~ c.k"'j e.. 

lhe.. be.c. ho....s o_ 

hew o... slope.. 
YY\ <!-~"'5 +he..... 

15 ~so ze.c-.. o. 

(_o ~ s ~ 0... "--t 
J -..... ~," 5 ~es e_ 1 :,..___\-e_ c- u a .. \.s: 
,\-l.._ \\"-c... \S ~o ,·, '2-0 I\. .\-a.\ , 

he.:\j~..\-
wle_re_ 
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29 Graph the function f(x) = 2x - 7 on the set of axes below. 

y 

If g(x) = l.5x - 3, determine if f(x) > g(x) when x = 4. Justify your answer. 

~C-9= 1. ~x - 3 

~('1) ~ '· s-{4) -3 

5c<.J); (:, - 3 

5lLf) ::;· 3 

f cq) :::: 9 
Algebra I - Jan. '19 

~,_,,....,,,.._..."l"_~ .............. __ .,._..,~ ...... ,,. ........ - ...... ,~ 

/;v--e_ \ 

[14] 

fc'f) ?' J(q) ) 

973 I 
-·----1 



\ 

30 Determine algebraically the zeros off(x) = 3x3 + 2lx2 + 36x. 

3-/:. 3 -\- 2) Xz. ~ 3b X :: 0 

j. ( 3Xz,, 4- 2l K ~ 31;} =D 

'A { "X-+ t.i) (.J x .+ ~) = 0 

[} :=~j )(.+~ = Jx~q =o 
cr~-yJ 3 x ;~ 

x ;-3 

Algebra I - Jan. '19 [15] 

3x2L3') ~ \ os x z 

~ 
\ x I 0 e~ 
2~ ~--y,.. 

J x: 3b>'-
4 ;<. 2-7"1< 

blt. 18)( 

""'" 9 X. +I 2-.X 
/{&.lt.. ~ 2-.l 
,~ 0 

[OVER] 



31 Santina is considering a vacation and has obtained high-temperature data from the last two weeks 
for Miami and Los Angeles. 

76 75 83 73 60 66 76 
Miami 

81 83 85 83 87 80 80 

74 63 65 67 65 65 65 
Los Angeles 

62 62 72 69 64 64 61 

Which location has the least variabilicy in temperatures? Explain how you arrived at your answer. 

Cr U.se._ CQ."'-~e1 \"-hr- 'i.._.....,. \..\e... 
'°""'-j e..1 ol" :;,-\.,_.__~ «. ,j.. ~ .._._,~~ o,.. 

-~If:) W'\e.o...S \,,._(""e._ \lc..c--\..Jc ,\·,~'f , 

S~e--~ 
J)e.u ~ o......~ 'a " 

\ 
~~~~ __ __2 .. l'----L-~73~--r=o::.-;;.,-7_. _2_3_ ... 

lf 
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32 Solve the quadratic equation below for the exact values of x. 

Algebra I - Jan. '19 

4.x2 - 5 = 75 

4Xz_5 =-75 
.,. ~ .,... 'S" 

Y x.,_ = 8D 

x 
x 

- ao -
" 

:::: 2 0 

== .::±: S zO 

~:±%35 

[17] 

\ 
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Part III 

Answer all 4 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [16] 

33 Marilyn collects old dolls. She purchases a doll for $450. Research shows this doll's value will 
increase b .. ~.5% each xeu. 

Write k equation that ~rmines the value, V, of the doll t years after purchase. 

A=- P{1±,)-t 
f+:: t;c:;o{t ./-, ozef} t 
fl:=- c.f50{1,oz.5)+-

Assuming the doll's rate of appreciation remains the same, will the doll's value be doubled in 
20 years? Justify your reasoning. 

A :;;. 4 5"0 {I, D 2 '5") zo 

A- ::173 7. ~ 8 

-it. e.- J 0 I I w o J Jl " eeJ ~ be. u::. o~ 
# ~(){)2° or More. -+u J.o...Jo\e.. 'i"'-

U~ ...._e_ , { 2. X t.(~0 ;:: ?D~. 
I/ 7'3 7. s e .::: fl. 9oD. 0 0 
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34 The data given in the table below show some of the results of a study comparing the height of 
a certain breed of dog, based upon its mass. 

Mass (kg) 4.5 5 4 3.5 5.5 5 5 4 4 6 3.5 5.5 

Height (cm) 41 40 35 38 43 44 37 39 42 44 31 30 

Write the linear regression equation for these data, where xis the mass and y is the height. Round 
all values to the nearest tenth. 

Y= a_)(.~\o 
()... - \ • 9 j .... :::7·"' 

h :- :t't: 7~ 
\.=. .. 3.57 

\o~JJ 
Q :: }, 9 
b = 2 9, e 

State the value qf the correlation coefficient to the nearest tenth, and explain what it indicates. 

~e_ ~0-55 Q-~.~ \._ e:_~ l \- 6 ~ o.... !oj 

~a-~e._ w e,_Q._\c. \1 oS ,\.-,~ ce.. CocrJ~~~t\· 
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35 Myranda received a movie gift card for $100 to her local theater. Matinee tickets cost $7.50 each 
and evening.tickets cost $12.50 each. -
If x represents the number of matinee tic~e~ she could purchase, and Y. represents the number 

...cif evenin~ tic.kets she could purchase, write an ineguality that represents all the possible ways 
Myranda could spend her gift card on movies at the theater.' 

l 7.5'X -r ~~.' -:-'( ~0~ 
On the set of axes below, graph this inequality. 

tn 

~ 
(.) 

j:: 
en 
c 
c 
Q) 
> w -0 ... 
Q) 
.Q 

E 
::l 
z 

y 

t ' 

( *·3) t)) 
LL_;___._~__.__.___L~.l...--L-"-l.~.i--"'"-....,,a..____,~-'*--"~~x 

Number of Matinee Tickets 

What is the maximum number of matinee tickets Myranda could purchase with her gift card? 
... Explain your answer. 

@ lt..~ <" te..a...~ \s +'he. 
t>_p_ x u..d "~'~ 
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36 One spring day, Elroy noted the time of day and the temperature,An degrees Fahrenheit. 
His flndings are stated below. / IJ.01 'Z.J 

@,so) L6+4 s-o _.. 3~~) 
At 6 a.m., the tem~erature was 50°F. Fo(r the next 4 hours, ~e temperafure rose 3° per hour. 
The next 6 hours, 1t rose 2° per hour. 4) 6 l ~ t ~~ ~ - (C1 J 7t.f) 
The temperature then stayed steady unti 6 p.m. r.J; 1'1,1 
For the next 2 hours, the temperature dropped 1° per hour. (81 7 Z) 
The temperature then dropped steadily until the temperature was 56°F at midnight. Q z 1 ~) 

On the set of axes below, graph Elroy's data. 

80 

70 
i'.L 
0 -! 
:;, 

e 
CD 
a. 60 
E 
~ 

50 

6am 12 
Noon 

6pm 12 
Midnight 

State the entire time interval for which the temperature was increasing. 

Determine the average rate of change_, in degrees per hour, from 6:00 p.m. to midnight. 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
Utilize the information provided to determine your answer. Note that diagrams are not 
necessarily drawn to scale. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive 
only I credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which 
should be done in pencil. [6] -- 3 v..) ~ &t..,.\~ ~· Z W h e.e . .t.s 

Write a linear syste o equations that models this scenario, where t represents the number of 
tricycles and b resents the number of bicycles ordered. CJc...J ... \-or :::l:"'r. ~-~ 

7+13 = )S-

3 r.f 2B == 38 
X+j :::. I~ 

3x-rZy .:: 3'f> 
't :: I S"'-X 

On the set of axes below, graph this system of equations. 

y = g g ... 3 ¥-J 
z 

b 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

# /r1c. 7c.Je..S. 
Question 37 is continued on the next page. 
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Question 37 continued 

Based on your graph of this scenario, could the recreation center have ordered 10 tricycles? 
Explain your reasoning. 

It~ j~~ ~c i'-c\- \1\te_cs~ 
W ~ (L(""e._ + :::::: \ 0 e 
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